PRESS RELEASE

MILAN BERGAMO AIRPORT IN SUPPORT OF FAI

SACBO, the company managing Milan Bergamo Airport, has decided to support FAI - Fondo Ambiente Italiano, the National Trust for Italy, by joining the Corporate Golden Donor company membership programme.

In support of FAI, we have decided to contribute to this large-scale protection programme, which is also an ambitious cultural challenge: to make Italy a better place in which to live, work and raise our children. We are convinced that the natural and cultural heritage protected and promoted by FAI is, in fact, a patrimony which has no equals anywhere in the world, and it is a fundamental resource to be invested in, in order to restore, develop and valorise our wonderful country.

By joining the Corporate Golden Donor company membership programme, SACBO joins the group of FAI supporters in a realistic programme for the protection, restoration and safeguarding of the historical, artistic and natural heritage which is our priceless treasure and asset.

SACBO is convinced that cultural heritage is an important added-value in which to invest in order to allow our country to become a privileged destination for international tourism. This is why SACBO has decided to support FAI in education and awareness-raising activities aimed at promoting understanding, respect and care for art and nature, valorising and rendering accessible the treasures that our country possesses.
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